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with techniques for choosing a horse name. The guide includes name suggestions for ponies, large and tall horses,
horses with attitude, calm horses, and color breeds. A separate section features names alphabetically and includes
names that famous people have called their horses. Show and race horses cannot copy names previously
registered, which makes this book ideal for breeders, new pony and horse owners, and people looking for an
original show name.

The Usborne Little Book of Horses and Ponies-Sarah Khan 2010 A marvellous illustrated guide full of
fascinating facts about horses, horse riding and their upkeep. Full of information on different breeds and how to
tell a thoroughbred from a cross. Learn how horses grow up, how they behave and communicate and how to
properly rear them, ride them, look after them and prepare them for show jumps, races and tournaments.
Complete with lots of fascinating facts from horsey history and their place in modern society. Perfect for young
(and old) horse owners.

The Little Book of Horse Poop-Becki Bell 2005

Riding and Pony Care-Christopher Rawson 1992-12 Illustrated introduction to horsemanship and how to care
for a pony.

My Little Book of Horses and Ponies-Nicola Jane Swinney 2017-11-16 A photographic guide to horse breeds
from around the world, this fun and colourful book will appeal to young horse lovers everywhere. Find out
fascinating facts about each breed and the characteristics which make them desirable, be it the sleek coat of the
Mustang or the strong legs of the Shire. With easy to follow facts on each page and a glossary of tricky terms at
the back, this is an essential and accessible guide.

The Usborne Little Book of Horses and Ponies- 2010 Pocket-sized book packed full of information and
illustrations for the horse lover. Includes a wide variety of topics from characteristics of horses, how to care for
and ride them to how to draw them.

The Little Book of Horse Quotes-Illinois Horse Rescue of Will County 2013-09 Get a Book. Give to a Horse. We
make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give. Winston Churchill Saving a horse will not
change the world...But surely it would change the world for that one horse. Author Unknown When you give a
personal lesson in meanness to a critter or to a person, don't be surprised if they learn their lesson. Cowboy
Wisdom Finalist in the Self-Help: Journals & Quotes category of The USA "Best Books 2013" Awards, sponsored
by USA Book News. The Little Book of Horse Quotes shares the laughter, lessons, and love that horses bring into
our daily lives. This is a classic collection of 365 unforgettable quotes from more than 100 famous authors
including Pam Brown, Winston Churchill, W.C. Fields, Ann Landers, Abraham Lincoln, Roy Rogers and John
Wayne as well as savvy sayings and uplifting proverbs. The book is organized with a combination of lots of wisdom
and horse sense to keep in mind for each and every day of the year. The quotes are arranged around the topics of
Caring, Companionship, Compassion, Giving, Healing, Kindness, Laughter, Love, Respect, Understanding, and
more. These quotes have stood the test of time and each can be used for enjoyment, inspiration, or motivation.
The book also includes a checklist and journal to keep track of favorite horse quotes, rewarding experiences, and
meaningful memories. A portion of the proceeds from this book benefits Illinois Horse Rescue of Will County.

Big Horses, Little Horses-Jim Medway 2018 "Horse and ponies of all sorts and types are brought together in
this one book for young children. Big Horses, Little Horses features over 130 horse and pony breeds from around
the world, Divided into sections on British, European, North American, Asian and World horses, every known
breed is included: from the English Thoroughbred racehorse to the tiny Shetland Pony, from the enormous Drum
Horse to the elegant Arabian. Horses for trotting, horses for climbing mountains, horses for cattle work, horses
for jumping, horses for pulling carriages - they are all here."--

Little Puppy: Finger Puppet Book-Chronicle Books 2007-08-23 With a plush finger puppet permanently
attached to the book and peek-a-boo holes in every page, this charming board book is a fun way for parents and
children to play and read together.

The Little White Horse-Elizabeth Goudge 2011-05-20 For a fleeting instant Maria thought she saw a little white
horse with a flowing mane and tail, head raised, poised, halted in mid-flight, as though it had seen her and was
glad.' The beautiful valley of Moonacre is shadowed by the memory of the Moon Princess and the mysterious little
white horse. When Maria Merryweather comes there on a visit she finds herself involved with an ancient feud.
She is determined to restore peace and happiness to the whole of Moonacre Valley. And Maria usually gets her
own way

The Usborne Little Book of Horses and Ponies-Sarah Khan 2010 Presents illustrations and general
information about horses and horsemanship.

The Little Red Book of Horse Wisdom-Yvette Grant 2012-08 Collects memorable quotations about horses,
including humorous statements by the likes of W.C. Fields and William Penn, and excerpts from works of
literature by John Steinbeck and James Herriot.

My Little Book of Timber Wolves-Hope Irvin Marston 2003-04-22 This book is a delightful story about a new
family of timber wolves. From the packs' search for a safe den to the birth of five inquisitive pups and their
experiences in a new and exciting world, this beautifully illustrated book is ideal for introducing young children to
the wonders of nature.

The Incredible Little Book of 10,001 Names for Horses-Barbara Mannis 1999 Addressing the difficult task of
choosing an original horse name, this book offers literally 10,001 name suggestions, as well as an introduction
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Horses provides hours of hands-on discovery and comprehensive information on the different breeds of this
beloved animal, plus how to care, train, and work with them. With detailed information thoroughly researched and
vetted by an industry professional, the book includes more than 40 flaps, pop-ups, pull-tabs, and rotating wheels
to create an exciting overview of the world of horses throughout history. Turn a wheel to find out about the
different types of work that horses do, lift the flaps to explore the parts of a horse's body, pull a tab to see how a
vet takes care of a horse's feet. An essential reference for young horse lovers!

The Everything Book of Horses and Ponies-Andrea Mills 2019-07 Discover the world of horses and ponies in
this fact-filled guide. Find out about horse behavior, and learn lots of useful tips on how to take care of a pony.
Meet more than 20 breeds, from Arabians to Shetland ponies.

The Little Book of Horses and Ponies-Karen Sullivan 1997-07
My Little Book Of Horses & PoniesMy Little Book of Life Cycles-Camilla de la Bedoyere 2015-03-15 How does an acorn grow into a tree? What
does a baby sea horse eat? Discover the amazing stages of different life cycles and learn all about your favourite
species with this stunning series. From plants and pets to exotic animals, readers will soon learn how different
species are born, grow up and reproduce. Each book has amazing photographs, easy-to-understand text and
discussion points for further learning.

Little Horse-Betsy Byars 2015-12-01 Can Little Horse find his place in the big world? After accidentally falling
into a stream, Little Horse fights the swift current that carries him farther and farther from the valley where he
was born. When he finally manages to scramble ashore, a giant bird swoops down on him. Little Horse runs for
cover in a forest of flowers only to have a giant paw pin him to the ground. But a hand gently lifts him up and
tucks him inside a warm cave-just like the cave he used to share with his mother. This tender, fast-moving tale,
written by master storyteller Betsy Byars and enhanced by David McPhail's beguiling illustrations, is a true cliffhanger.

Little Horse on His Own-Betsy Byars 2015-12-01 Little Horse had never known the sky to be so black, the air so
still. He heard the big horses whinny again. Little Horse's fear grew. The adventures of Little Horse continue as
he makes his way back to the valley of little horses and his mother The storm sets Little Horse free from the fence
holding him captive, free to do what he has wanted to do since the day the river carried him around its bend and
away from his home-find his way back to the valley of the little horses and his mother. But where should he turn,
and how will he ever return home alive with all of the obstacles facing him? Travel with Little Horse as he
struggles against unfriendly horses, a malicious bird, a pouncing cat, a smoky fire, and more to find his way home.

All the Pretty Little Horses-Mira Grant 2017-10-03 A Newsflesh novella from the New York Times bestselling
author that brought you Feed, Mira Grant. Stacy and Michael Mason are among the most famous heroes of the
zombie apocalypse. Stacy, however, has fallen into a deep depression after having to shoot their infected son. In
the aftermath of the pandemic, they start publicly documenting the recovery effort, which Michael hopes will take
Stacy's mind off of her trauma and help her recover. As they film the rescue of an enclave of orphans and report
on the orphanages that have sprung up to care for traumatized, parent-less children, they begin to consider the
last, greatest step of recovery: adoption.

The Hug Therapy Book-Kathleen Keating 1994-04-19 Argues that embraces contribute to our physical and
mental well-being and describes the finer points of therapeutic hugging

My Little Book of Horses and Ponies-Nicola Jane Swinney 2016

The Usborne Book of Horses and Ponies-Lucy Smith 2004 This book takes young readers on a wonderful ride
through the world of these thrilling creatures, introducing lots of different breeds and showing the amazing things
they can do.

My First Horse and Pony Book-Judith Draper 2005-07-04 This stunningly photographed book is just what young
equestrian enthusiasts need to fuel their excitement, be they budding riders who already have their own pony or
those who dream of horse ownership. The informative and inspiring text, combined with exquisite photographs,
covers in detail all aspects of first horse and pony facts, care and riding. My First Horse and Pony Book by Judith
Draper and Matthew Roberts provides a solid foundation in the first principles of horse and pony management
and an exciting introduction to the world of riding.

The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse-Charlie Mackesy 2019-10-29 From the revered British illustrator, a
modern fable for all ages that explores life's universal lessons, featuring 100 color and black-and-white drawings.
"What do you want to be when you grow up?" asked the mole. "Kind," said the boy. Charlie Mackesy offers
inspiration and hope in uncertain times in this beautiful book based on his famous quartet of characters. The Boy,
the Mole, the Fox, and the Horse explores their unlikely friendship and the poignant, universal lessons they learn
together. Radiant with Mackesy's warmth and gentle wit, The Boy, the Mole, the Fox, and the Horse blends handwritten narrative with dozens of drawings, including some of his best-loved illustrations (including "Help," which
has been shared over one million times) and new, never-before-seen material. A modern classic in the vein of The
Tao of Pooh, The Alchemist, and The Giving Tree, this charmingly designed keepsake will be treasured for
generations to come.

If I Had a Horse-Gianna Marino 2018-01-30 If I Had a Horse is an inspiring picture book with simple text and
gorgeous, impressionistic artwork from acclaimed author-illustrator Gianna Marino about a girl imagining what
life would be like with a horse.

The Little Book of Hygge-Meik Wiking 2017-01-17 New York Times Bestseller Embrace Hygge (pronounced
hoo-ga) and become happier with this definitive guide to the Danish philosophy of comfort, togetherness, and
well-being. Why are Danes the happiest people in the world? The answer, says Meik Wiking, CEO of the
Happiness Research Institute in Copenhagen, is Hygge. Loosely translated, Hygge—pronounced Hoo-ga—is a
sense of comfort, togetherness, and well-being. "Hygge is about an atmosphere and an experience," Wiking
explains. "It is about being with the people we love. A feeling of home. A feeling that we are safe." Hygge is the
sensation you get when you’re cuddled up on a sofa, in cozy socks under a soft throw, during a storm. It’s that
feeling when you’re sharing comfort food and easy conversation with loved ones at a candlelit table. It is the
warmth of morning light shining just right on a crisp blue-sky day. The Little Book of Hygge introduces you to this
cornerstone of Danish life, and offers advice and ideas on incorporating it into your own life, such as: Get comfy.
Take a break. Be here now. Turn off the phones. Turn down the lights. Bring out the candles. Build relationships.

Little Book of Horses- 2010-01-01 Horses have an integral connection with the Australian character. From the
earliest pioneering days to the spectacle of the Melbourne Cup, whether helpingto muster cattle or part of the
parade, these sometimes gentle, sometimes wildand always complex creatures are part of our national psyche.
Little Book ofHorses is a showcase of poetry and imagery from the National Library of Australia and the latest
addition to the 'Little Books' series. Enjoy this celebration of horses through the works of some of Australia's
much-loved poets and artists, including Henry Lawson, Dorothy Hewett, Michael Leunig, Harold Cazneaux and
Conrad Martens.

The Ultimate Book of Horses-Sandra Laboucarie 2020-04-07 Here by popular demand! The Ultimate Book of
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Spend time with your tribe. Give yourself a break from the demands of healthy living. Cake is most definitely
Hygge. Live life today, like there is no coffee tomorrow. From picking the right lighting to organizing a Hygge gettogether to dressing hygge, Wiking shows you how to experience more joy and contentment the Danish way.

West and evoking traditional native American crafts complements the story of a young native American girl and
her affinity with the wild horses near her village. Reissue. Caldecott Medal winner.

RHS The Little Book of Bonsai-Malcolm Hughes 2018-01-31 The Little Book of Bonsai will make you an instant
expert in the art of growing miniature trees. It is packed with myth-busting surprises, the first of which is that
growing bonsai really isn't as hard as most people think. In fact, they are no more difficult to look after than other
pot plants, and easier than many. This book makes the job even easier by breaking down the subject into three
clear sections: Getting Started, Ongoing Care and Species Profiles. Jargon-free text and dozens of photographs
and diagrams make this the ideal guide for complete novices, as well as a handy companion for more experienced
growers. Whether you want to grow from seed or source an established plant, everything you need to know is
contained in this guide, which, like bonsai themselves, is small but perfectly formed.

Robert the Rose Horse-Joan Heilbroner 1992 Robert's allergy to roses causes him to lose many jobs until one
day a giant sneeze brings him good fortune.

The Little Book of Horses & Ponies-Kate Brookes 2006

Three Little Horses-Piet Worm 2007-10-01 Three little ponies, Blackie, Brownie and Whitey, want to be like
people, so with a little help from their artist friend, Peter, they dress up as princesses and go into town.
Horse Life-Robyn Smith 2020-03-03 Saddle up for a ride through the world of horses! What animal is the most
fasci-neigh-ting? A horse, of course! Horse Life: The Ultimate Guide to Caring for and Riding Horses for Kids
teaches kids 8 to 12 all the basics of equine care--from anatomy to housing to bathing to feeding. You'll find plenty
of knowledge to harness, whether you're just starting out or already have a horse of your own! Brush up on
grooming techniques and learn about all the necessary gear, from halters to horseshoes. The illustrations in this
essential book of horses for kids will teach you horse hair care, show you the differences between gaits, and much
more. You'll even find out all about equestrian activities and events featuring horses for kids. In Horse Life: The
Ultimate Guide to Caring for and Riding Horses for Kids, you'll find: Safety first--This standout book on horses for
kids demonstrates the best practices to keep you--and your horse--safe during handling, riding, grooming,
bathing, and more. Breeds and steeds--Pick out the qualities you'll want most in a horse, and find your dream
breed in this colorful guide about horses for kids. How to speak horse--Communicate the equine way with an
illustrated guide to horse body language and a helpful glossary of horse terms. Next time you hit the trail, trot out
your new skills from Horse Life: The Ultimate Guide to Caring for and Riding Horses for Kids!

A Little Horse-Brick Puffinton 2020-01-21 What are you up to, little horse? Follow along with a horse friend in
this sweet book. It features a fun finger puppet toy built into the book, encouraging interactive play, hand-eye
coordination, and language development in your little one. Babies and toddlers learn best when they are playing,
especially when their grown-ups are in on the fun! Collect the entire series in the Finger Puppet Collection! This
story entertains while teaching language patterns The adorable horse finger puppet encourages interactive play
between little ones and their grown-ups Soft plush and a rhyming story combine to provide both tactile and verbal
learning opportunities Practice hand-eye coordination while enjoying together time Great gift for the little horse
fans in your life!

All the Pretty Horses-Susan Jeffers 1987 Lulled to sleep by her mother's singing of the traditional lullaby, a little
girl dreams of all sorts of horses.

The Horse Book-Kathleen Walker-Meikle 2017-08-24 Hardworking, swift, loyal and capable of great heroism,
horses have been our constant companions for thousands of years. Using stunning illustrations, The Horse Book
pairs famous historical figures with their faithful mounts including: Alexander the Great's beloved steed at whose
death he dedicated the city of Alexandria Bucephala; the cruel Roman emperor Caligula who made his horse a
consul; the brave horses in the First World War; and horses of famous figures from El Cid to Napoleon. This is the
perfect gift for the horse lover - a guide to the role of horses in history and the people who rode them.

The Little Book of Weather Lore-Valerie Porter 2011

Little Pinto of Mustang Canyon-Jonathan London 2007 A young mustang is separated from its mother when a
plane sweeps over the canyon and the horses run from the noise, in a sparsely worded tale that includes an
afterword which focuses on the wild mustangs' remarkable history and their protection by Congress since 1971.
Reprint.

The Girl who Loved Wild Horses-Paul Goble 1978 Full-color artwork capturing the wildlife of the American
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